FortiCall™
The phone service for FortiVoice systems

With great prices, end-to-end support, complete
flexibility and high-quality audio, FortiCall VoIP
phone service is the smartest way to connect your
FortiVoice phone system.

Highlights

Great prices: business unlimited
FortiCall gives you unlimited calling in the continental US (excluding
Alaska) and Canada (excluding NWT) for only $24.95* per line per
month. So talk all day long. Make some deals. Serve some customers.
You won’t find better pricing, and if you do, read the small print;
many competitors offer unlimited inbound calls, but bill by the minute
on outbound calls. Or they bill for minutes past a ceiling, which can
leave you with an unpleasantly surprising phone bill. With FortiCall
unlimited lines, what you see is what you get.
The FortiCall pricing advantage doesn’t stop there. You also get
amazing rates on international calling, starting as low as 1.5¢ per
minute, and competitive rates on toll-free numbers.

High-quality audio: see for yourself
§§ Don’t take our word for it; check out the
quality of FortiCall yourself with a free
test-drive. You get outbound calling for
30 days or 300 minutes, whichever
comes first. Get it at www.forticall.com.
Fax to e-mail
§§ Get incoming fax directly to your inbox
for $9.95 per month.

Key Features and Benefits
Unlimited calling

Highly economical flat rate calling for continental US (excluding Alaska) and Canada (excluding NWT).

Number flexibility

Get local numbers in more than 10,000 areas in the United States and Canada, regardless of your location.

Direct inward dialing

Assign exclusive phone numbers to users. Use exclusive numbers with specific call handling for customer
or partner groups. Track results of marketing campaigns with dedicated numbers.

Easy set-up and do-it-yourself
online management

Add or remove lines and numbers within minutes; no need to call the phone company or pay extra
configuration fees.

Toll-free and international
calling available

Flexible, inexpensive and easy-to-manage premium calling services.

e911 control

Online e911 configuration and validation so you can ensure emergency services can find you if anything
goes wrong.

* Minimum purchase of two lines required. Unlimited calling not available in all areas. Requires broadband Internet connection.

DATA SHEET

FortiCall™

End-to-end support: no more pointing fingers

Keep your current number

You know how the usual runaround goes; you need to resolve an

Chances are that you can keep your current number as well.

issue, but the hardware support people blame the service, and the

Visit www.forticall.com to see if your number is portable. You can

service people blame the hardware. Not with FortiCall. If you ever

also check your network speed to ensure your network is ready

have a problem, you’re talking to the same dedicated technical

for FortiCall.

assistance team that fixes your phone system. They know FortiCall,

Goodbye Fax Machine

they know FortiVoice, and they know how to help.

Still have a fax machine and pay your phone company for a

Complete flexibility: do-it-yourself control

dedicated phone line for it? You’re paying too much for something

It’s fast and easy to add or remove lines and numbers with FortiCall

you probably don’t use enough.

as your business changes. Require more lines for busy times?

FortiCall can fix that for you. The fax to e-mail feature gives you

Need a direct phone number for each of the executive team?
Want to offer customers in distant markets a local phone number
to reach you? FortiCall makes it easy. Extra numbers are only one
dollar each per month, and you can choose areas throughout the

inbound faxing directly to your e-mail, eliminating the machine, for
only $9.95 per month. So unplug that relic of the 20th century and
say hello to saving money.

US and Canada. And you can manage your lines and numbers
yourself, so there’s no extra expense or waiting for the phone
company to roll out a truck if you need to change something.
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